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the live edition doesnt have the full set of features the retail version does, but it does have some
features that the retail version doesnt have. these features are: a special cockpit for captains and
fuel tanks, a special landing gear for use at night, a special taxiing animation, and a special takeoff
animation. as far as the other features go, theres a special taxiing animation, an animated takeoff
animation, and theres a special landing gear for use at night, but no cockpit. the best thing about the
live edition is that it has an included tutorial that teaches you about the features of the game, and
how to use them. and even though theres not all the features of the retail version, the tutorial is
much more detailed, and it does show you how to use all the features. the main advantage of the
737-200 over the 737-100 is the lower landing gear, which makes the 737-200 lighter and more
maneuverable. the different standard versions of the 737-200 are listed in the 737-200 article, but
none of these include the 737-200 in the release list for the 737 captain sim. there are 2 differences
between the original 737-200 and the one available in captain sim: the 737-200 in the product list is
a redesign, and the 737-200 in captain sim is a barebones version with only 4 cabin seats. the first
difference is already available in all available liveries, the second one is only available in the 747,
747-400 and 777 liveries. i have not seen the product list for the 737-200, but from the appearance
of the release list for the 737-200, it seems that the 737-200 is only available in the 747, 747-400
and 777 liveries.
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another difference between the 737-200 in the product list and the 737-200 in captain sim is that the
737-200 in captain sim is only available with the boeing 727, 737-200 and 737-300 in the release

list. the 737-200 in the product list is available with the 737-200, the 737-300, the 747, the 747-200
and the 747-400. i suspect that the 737-200 is not available for the 737-300, the 747-200, the

747-400 and the 777-200er, but cannot confirm that. also, the 737-200 in captain sim is available in
only 2 liveries: red stripe and hawaiian airlines. in the product list, the 737-200 is available in a total

of 4 liveries: american airlines, cebu pacific, royal brunei and philippine airlines. the comparison
between the original 737-200 and the 737-200 in captain sim is that the 737-200 in captain sim has
a few minor differences in the cockpit. on the 737-200 in the product list, the instrument panel has a

central clock, a version of the engine indicator and a map of malaysia. on the 737-200 in captain
sim, the instrument panel is more basic, and it only has the engine indicator and the map of

malaysia. on the 737-200 in captain sim, there are no engine instruments. the 737-200 in captain
sim also has a more basic instrument panel. in the product list, the 737-200 has an analog display

with a gauge for engine temperature, oil temperature, oil pressure, airspeed and fuel. i have played
one mission with the 737 captain. i was flying the 737 simulator, and the map i was on was the us

coast. i had an american airlines aa series aircraft, with a garmin 530. the 737 captain was installed.
i had a decent aircraft. it was pretty slow, but i could shoot up the airfield easily. and i was a bit

above the clouds, so i should have been able to shoot down the runway, as well as shoot over the
top of the clouds. but i didnt. i couldnt shoot down the runway. i could shoot over the clouds, and i

could shoot through the clouds, but i could not shoot down the runway. so, without anything more to
go on, i could not get to my destination. 5ec8ef588b
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